RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS
nd Race The Areonative Handicap
2
HUNTSMAN
Cl20-21 - 24

Cl-V, 1-26, To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian Nationality.

1100 Mts.

10

11⁄201
Jockey reported that his mount fly jumped out from the gates and was inclined to hang out for the
greater part of the race. 51⁄21514 returned with cut injury on left nostril.

PARNASSUS

Cl19-20 - 121⁄20849 slow to begin.

SPRING VALLEY

Cl19-20 - 222⁄201364 App was reprimanded for allowing his mount to drift out during the final stages of the race.

MISS JULIE
CMn19 - 249⁄19900 found to be lame on left fore. Under the circumstances the filly was withdrawn on veterinary grounds.
Cl19-20 - 211⁄19711 met interference soon after the start. 1212⁄19453 App reported that his saddle shifted backward soon after the start.
rd Race The Long Tom Handicap Cl-IV, 21-46, which were in station in Kolkata as on 31st March, 2020.
To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian Nationality. 1200 Mts.

3

Cl20-21 - 2411⁄2044 brushed against the false rails passing the final 150 metres under the use of the whip. 1812⁄20324
App was reprimanded for failing to maintain a straight course soon after jump out.

MANZONI

M19-20 - 2912⁄19613 Jockey reported that his mount hung out throughout the race. Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20380 dropped the
rider at about 1150 mts and ran riderless.

TREASURE HUNT
MR GUCCI

Cl20-21 - 112⁄2096 ran into the heels of RAQS SHARQI approaching the 1200 metres and had to be steadied.

MYSTIC STAR

Cl19-20 - 1212⁄194611 Jockey reported that his mount was running green during the final stages of the race.

XILE
Cl19-20 - 111⁄20759 was brought to a halt soon after passing the winning post. On immediate examination the filly was
found to have bled from its nostrils.
SPIRITUAL

HyM19 - 297⁄19280 was observed to be trotting lame on left fore due to back sprain, as such the filly has been permitted

to be withdrawn.

GOLD RAY
Cl19-20 - 121⁄20842 was denied a clear run due to the crowding of the field in the final 400 metres of the race. Cl20-21
- 2612⁄20428 had to be steadied by its rider approaching the 600 metres to avoid running into the heels of ROMANTIC ZEAL.
th Race The Icelandic Handicap
Cl-IV, 21-46
1400 Mts.

4
VIAREGGIO

Cl19-20 - 2612⁄19625 returned bleeding from nostrils. Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20422 drifted to the outer portion of the race track
during the concluding stages of the race in spite of the Jockeys best efforts.

TOMORROW FOREVER

Cl19-20 - 712⁄19398 was slow to begin.

ADORNICA
Cl19-20 - 2112⁄19547 It was observed that the right stirrup iron of Jockey had unbuckled soon after the start. Cl20-21
- 512⁄20192 saddle shifted back some distance after the start.
OM SHANTI

Cl20-21 - 112⁄20142 Jockey reported that his mount was running green till passing the 800 metres.

ZODIAC PRINCE

Cl19-20 - 121⁄20843 returned with cut injury on left hind.

ASHWAMEGH

Cl20-21 - 11⁄21460 was found to have sustained cut injuries on both fore. Under the circumstances, the colt was

permitted to be withdrawn.

th Race The Exclusive Virtue Handicap
5
KIMAYA
Cl19-20 - 12 ⁄

1 20830

Cl-III, 41-66

1600 Mts.

was very unruly while being stalled in process the bridle came off. As there was insufficient time

to replace the equipment, the filly was withdrawn.
Cl19-20 - 1212⁄19500 was extremely fractious and refused to be stalled in spite of repeated attempts. Under the
circumstances the filly was permitted to be withdrawn. Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20(40) Jockey got unbalanced immediately after the start nearly falling off his mount.

EXCELSIOR

TUDOR HALL
M19-20 - 2212⁄19482 had to be checked and change course approaching the 200 metres. 181⁄20964 received check
passing the 350 metres and met interference passing the 150 metres. Pn20-21 - 612⁄20192 lost about 3 lengths at the start.
th Race The Adelita Handicap
Cl-II, 61-86
2400 Mts.

6
INCA

Cl19-20 - 152⁄20(117) Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to run out during the final 400 metres of the race.
Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20272 Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip. 2612⁄20(39) met interference from the 400 metres.
Cl19-20 - 121⁄20860 found to be lame on right fore. Under the circumstances the filly was permitted to be withdrawn.
Cl20-21 - 2612⁄20393 was slow to begin.

ROSINA

SILVER BRACELET

Cl20-21 - 1212⁄20262 Jockey reported that the saddle of his mount shifted forward approaching the 800 metes.

MIDNIGHT PHANTOM

Cl19-20 - 82⁄201103 was slow to begin losing approximately four lengths at the start.

RAQS SHARQI

Cl19-20 - 252⁄20(139) drifted outwards when placed under pressure in the final stages of the race.

